The clearest and most effective indicators of the stereotypicality of proverbs are not, however, the basic formulae of logic and degrees of modality or the basic patterns of semantic transformations or other similar constructs, but rather syntactic clichés with their more or less clear correlations with stereotypes occurring on other levels.
A large number of syntactic stereotypes can be found in the proverbs of different nations. Some of them are associated with certain patterns called syntactic formulae such as, Kes..., Proverbs) and in my articles on logical structure of proverbs (Krikmann 1984 and . Until recently, there was no systematic account of the stereotypes and their productivity in Estonian proverbs. The survey below, however sketchy, is an attempt to fill this gap.
Ever since Eleanor Rosch' publications, cognitive psychology and linguistics have been interested in the so-called natural classifications and the related notion of a prototype. There is reason to believe that, instead of being formed on the classical basis of the generic and the specific, natural classifications rather tend to be based on certain prototypes around which the human mind will build classes with indistinct, fuzzy boundaries, and such natural classifications are based on certain natural associations of properties, or syndromes. The trouble with natural classifications is that they never cover everything that can be classified, and one way the natural classification (and language in general) can overcome this difficulty is to classify the world from a particular aspect and in just as much detail as necessary, doing it on the principle "something important and the rest". As a result, we have, say, wedding songs, swinging songs, Martinmas songs, cradle songs, harvest songs etc., and in addition, "just songs". Even some more consistent natural classifications may be structured radially on the principle "something important versus all the rest" and if such a classification comes from an alien culture, it may strike us as absurd and totally illogical, for we just do not know what is considered important in that culture and what is not.
Two beautiful examples of such classification have been quoted side by side by the cognitivist semanticist and metaphor theorist George Lakoff (1987:92ff) .
Example 1 represents fiction. This is J.L. Borges' classification of animals, taken as if from a fictitious Old-Chinese encyclopaedia Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge. Example 2 represents reality, showing the classification of objects in the Dyirbal language, which is one of the aboriginal languages spoken in Australia (Lakoff says he has borrowed the example from R.M.W. Dixon).
[See also, e.g., http://www.virtualschool.edu/mon/SocialConstruction/ LakoffWomenFireDanger.html]
The following attempt to classify formal stereotypes bears a close resemblance to the above examples, especially the "Old-Chinese" one. There is no fixed level hierarchy, instead I have just tried to guess what the prototypes might be. The classification is not even purely syntactic, being based on syntactic as well as on modal features. The attention has been concentrated on (1) whether the proverb contains imperative components or not, (2) whether there is a parallelist high level in the text structure or not, and (3) whether the basic level of the text is expressed as a simple sentence or a symmetrical implication.
When analysing the material, I tried to simplify it as much as possible. As the units classified are individual texts (to be more exact, the head texts of authentic folk proverbs from the academic publication Eesti vanasõnad (Estonian Proverbs), 12671 texts in total), the effects of syntactical or modal synonymy cannot be observed. Every untypical and/or complex and/or hybrid form has been eliminated from discussion. Nothing at all has been said about simple sentences (to save space and effort).
So I came up with the following list of eight syntactic-modal metaclasses, or prototypes. The prototypes have been accompanied by rather inaccurate and preliminary assessment of their frequency in Estonian archive material: the T-column carries the number of different proverb types following the pattern in question, while the V-column shows how many authentic archive texts are represented by the types. (This number is just a rough approximation as every productive proverb is characterized by a syntactic variation not at all less rich than lexical variation.)
Next, our modest attempt at classification will be presented in a more detailed way. For lack of space we have been able to provide the subclasses with but a few examples, no more than 10% of the total number of appropriate texts for smaller subclasses, and ab. 5% for bigger ones. Like the metaclasses, every subclass is provided with T and V values: if the name of the subclass is, for example, followed by the numbers (60-170), it means that our sample contains ab. 60 different proverbs of this type, representing about 170 authentic archive texts.
A. Indicative simple sentences without co-ordinated parts or equalization
In order to avoid remaining in total darkness, we shall present a very short list of the most widespread proverbs in the form of simple sentences, just ab. 1% of the appropriate proverb types.
Suur tükk ajab suu lõhki (A big piece will rend the mouth) Käbi ei kuku kännust kaugele (A cone never falls far from the stump) Häda ajab härja kaevu (Need drives an ox down the well) Sõber sõbra perse koorib (A friend will skin another friend's arse) Tühi toob tüli majasse (Want will bring strife to the house) Valel on lühikesed jalad (A lie has short legs) Veereval kivil ei kasva sammalt (A rolling stone gathers no moss) Terav kirves leiab kivi (A sharp axe will find a stone) Enne saab külla küljest kui nälja otsast (You may sooner get something from plenty than from hunger) Enne saab madal marja maast ku kõrge tähe taevast (A low one sooner gets a berry from the ground than a tall one picks a star from the sky) Ennemb saat kidsi rikka käest kui helde vaese käest (You sooner get something out of a rich and stingy man than a poor and kind one)
D2b. Sooner-inequalities with the structure of a nonsymmetric simple sentence (15-110):
Veike kivi lükkab ennem koorma ümber kui suur (A little stone will upset a load sooner than a big one) Emä põlve naal kasuse lats innembi ku esä salve naal (Leaning on its mother's knee a child will grow sooner than leaning on its father's bin) G3a2. Prohibitions and warnings in the form of an imperative simple sentence (100-660):
Ära hõiska enne õhtut (Don't jubilate before the day is done) Tänasida toimetusi ära viska homse varna (Don't hang today's work on the tomorrow's peg) Ära kiida ilma enne õhtut (Don't praise weather before evening) Ära õhtast aset kiida (Don't praise your bed in the evening) Ära põlga esimest õnne ial ära (Don't you ever disdain your first happy chance) Ära pista pead tulle (Don't put your head in the fire) Ära maksa kurja kurjaga (Don't pay an evil deed back with an evil deed)
G3b. Preferences a.o. inequalities containing an imperative verb form (15-40):
Parem kae sittuja silmi kui puuraiuja silmi (You better look in the eyes of a shitting man than in the eyes of a woodcutter [it is dangerous to stand near the woodcutter because you can be hit by woodchips]) Parem võta sammu pealt kopik kui versta pealt rubla (You better take a copeck for a pace than a rouble for a verst) Paremb korja munakoorõ sisse kui lehma nissa (You better collect in an eggshell than in a cow's teat) As the reader has surely noticed, such traveling from one syntactic-modal cliché to another as well as to and fro between the syntactic-modal and other structural levels of proverbs can take us to extremely complicated and intriguing relations and regularities, which certainly deserve a separate analysis to come.
G3c1. Orders and recommendations in the form
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